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A Global Offering

CRL is a full service provider of architectural 
metals, glass fixings, and professional-grade 
glazing supplies. CRL serves the glass and 
construction industry from locations throughout 
Europe, North America and Australia with a broad 
portfolio of over 50,000 products. CRL also 
design, engineer, and manufacture a wide variety 
of architectural balustrades, frameless shower 
door hardware, interior glass partitioning and 
door systems, commercial door products and 
architectural glass fixings.

CRL Stone is a leading supplier of high quality 
quartz and ceramic surfaces used as kitchen 
worksurfaces and large format cladding in 
bathrooms and for interior design features and 
specialist flooring surfaces. With over 20 years of 
experience in the stone industry, CRL Stone offers 
a comprehensive selection of finishes.

Sydney

Melbourne
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See pages 58- 63 for our full range of Quartz, Ceralsio and shower fixings

Features & Advantages

CRL Stone has developed a comprehensive 
range of beautiful, engineered quartz surfaces, 
created to meet the demands of modern 
living. Hard wearing and easy to care for, CRL 
Quartz is ideal for the kitchen and bathroom 
where durability and flexible design are 
paramount. Offering a versatile design solution 
appropriate for any setting, CRL Quartz is 
available in a choice of over 40 finishes and in 
thicknesses of 20 mm and 30 mm.

Built for the demands of modern living, 
Ceralsio is a beautiful, hardwearing and 
versatile range of high quality porcelain 
surfaces that are available in over 30 finishes 
and 6, 12 and 20 mm thicknesses. Ceralsio is 
a completely impermeable and highly stain 
resistant material, making it the ideal surface 
for kitchen and bathroom countertops, 
flooring and wall-cladding.

Resistant to wear & tear

Hygiene 

Stain resistant 

Highly scratch resistant 

Easy to clean & care for 

25 year residential warranty 

Impact resistant

10 year commercial warranty 

Heat resistant 

10 

COMMERCIAL 
WARRANTY

YEAR

Resistant to wear and tear

Stain resistantHighly scratch resistant

Hygiene

Resistant to ultra-violet rays

10 year warranty

Heat resistant

Easy to clean and care for
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Resistant to ultra-violet rays

CRL architectural fixings are designed and 
constructed from the highest quality stainless 
steel and aluminium materials. The range includes 
highly developed glass balustrade and balcony 
products tested to BS6180:2011, such as the 
TAPER-LOC® system which is ideal for commercial 
and residential installations due to a unique time 
saving installation process, as well as commercial 
balustrades with 3Kn loading. CRL also offers 
spider fixings, ideal for mounting to posts, walls 
or glass fins for the all-glass look and Al-Wall 
ventilated rainscreens which feature a clever clip 
design for joining the individual glass panels.

CRL Architectural Glass Fixings

CRL is a leading supplier of frameless 
shower fixings and accessories from 
minimalistic hinges, clamps, handles, door 
knobs and u-channels to complete sliding 
shower door assemblies. CRL offers a broad 
choice of designs constructed from high 
quality plated or anodised brass, available 
in a range of finishes ranging from chrome 
to brushed copper, antique bronze to matte 
black and many more.

CRL Shower Fixings Extensive range of finishes

Quality products that stand the test of time

Freedom to create bespoke designs 
to suit any style of bathrooms

CRL Shower fixings are designed to accept 8 mm or  
10 mm glass to complete the feeling of quality and luxury

5 year guarantee5 

WARRANTY

YEAR
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Exteriors

The facade of a building is a significant 
contributer to that all important first 
impression.

Architectural fixings play a huge  
role in the overall aesthetics of a 
building’s exterior, especially with the 
trend for frameless glass and minimalistic 
architectural fixings. Whilst a Ceralsio 
ceramic facade can offer a modern and 
highly durable appearance.

From ceramic facades and all glass 
building envelopes to balustrades and 
balconies, CRL has the perfect solution. 
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01

Featured, University, Ljubljana

Featured, Farmers' House, Freiburg 
Photo from Bendheim

Facades

01. Al-Wall 
Ideal to regenerate an existing building, creating a modern impression 
with a highly durable and long-lasting finish. The innovative rainscreen 
system ensures safe ventilation of the building and guards against  
the elements.
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Featured, Parking garage, Mönchengladbach

Featured, Community centre and church, Rif
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02. Spider Fixings 
Ideal for mounting to posts, walls or  
glass fins for the all-glass look, spider 
fixings are available in heavy-duty and 
regular-duty with two, three or four arms.   
All spider fixings are made of 316 stainless 
steel to provide a virtually maintenance 
free design and a beautiful finish to 
complement any exterior.

02

Featured, heavy-duty spider fixings

Featured, 4 arm heavy-duty spider fixings
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Featured, 7 For All Mankind, Los Angeles 
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03

Featured, Ceralsio Cardoso Grey in Belgium

Ceralsio Facades
The facade of a building is a significant 
contributer in that all important first 
impression. CRL's facades create a 
modern impression with a highly durable 
and long lasting effect. With a range of 
finishes available there is sure to be one 
to suit any style of building architecture. 
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Featured, Ceralsio MDi Nero in East Sussex, photography by Marco Joe Fazio

Featured, Ceralsio Croma White

05

04

03. Cardoso Grey 
Combining two of the biggest trends 
in design – grey and marble tones, 
Cardoso Grey brings moody shades 
and dark hues to any space in the  
most stylish of ways.

04. Croma White 
Bright, light and supremely durable, 
Croma White is the ultimate blank 
canvas for any setting. Dress it up  
with pops of colour and the addition  
of contemporary materials or opt  
for a pared down look with soft tones 
of grey and black.

05. Nero 
Available in a natural finish, Nero will 
make a statement in any setting.
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Featured, The Posiglaze adjustable glass balustrade system 06

Balustrades

06. CRL Posiglaze 
A fully adjustable glass balustrade system that uses a unique clamping 
design and a quick and easy adjustable method to align glass panels when a 
handrail is not desired.

Tested to meet BS6180:2011
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Featured, The Posiglaze adjustable glass balustrade system

Featured, The Posiglaze adjustable glass balustrade system
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Featured, United States Courthouse, Los AngelesFeatured, Greenwich Peninsula, London

07. CRL TAPER-LOC®  
Significantly faster to install than traditional alternatives, 
CRL TAPER-LOC® is a dry glaze system that uses a 
horizontal design enabling it to be adjusted, dismantled 
and re-set easily and efficiently.

Tested to meet BS6180:2011
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Featured, United States Courthouse, Los Angeles

Featured, Olympia Pool, Dundee

07
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08. CRL MEGAgrip
CRL MEGAgrip is a fully adjustable 
high load 3kN commercial balustrade 
system, designed as a highly-durable 
public safety barrier for large 
commercial constructs, such as sports 
stadiums, transport hubs and similar 
venues.  

One of the simplest balustrade 
systems to fit and adjust thanks  
to its patented screw-clamp 
technology to secure the glass in 
place, CRL MEGAgrip is a dry-glazed 
system, with no specialist tools 
required, so the glass can easily be 
removed and replaced if required. 

Featured, Firestation Theatre Sunderland installed by Dale Fabrication

08

Tested to meet BS6180:2011
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Featured, Royal Wharf Pier, London

Featured, Royal Wharf Pier, London

Featured, Firestation Theatre Sunderland installed by Dale Fabrication
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09

10

11

Featured, The Paris Balcony System

Featured, Spig-Lite Advanced installed by Windoways

Featured, The Juliette Balcony System 
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Featured, heavy-duty standoffs

Featured, CRL, Los Angeles 13

09. CRL Spig-Lite Advanced 
An adjustable glass balustrade system 
that uses individual spigots. It is quick 
and easy to install, raising the glass 
above the floor level which 
produces natural drainage.  
Tested to meet BS6180:2011.

10. CRL Paris Balcony 
Creates a streamlined finish and 
offers an uninterrupted view from the 
balcony. A top cap rail is not required as 
the toughened laminated glass offers 
extra protection if one single pane fails. 
Tested to meet BS6180:2011.

11. CRL Juliette Balcony 
Ideal for buildings with compact 
interiors, a glass Juliette balcony 
enables a French window or patio door 
to be chosen instead of a conventional 
window, filling the room with light, 
increasing ventilation and creating a 
greater sense of space.  
Tested to meet BS6180:2011.

12. CRL Standoffs 
CRL Langle standoffs are of the 
highest quality and are suitable for 
a wide range of indoor and outdoor 
applications, making them the ideal 
fittings for all glass balustrades.  

CRL’s heavy-duty, point supported 
Glass Rail Standoff Fittings give the 
installer more adjustment during 
installation for those tricky job site 
mounting conditions.

13. CRL Glass Awnings 
Popular not just for its looks but also 
its versatility. The CRL Glass Awning 
Support System will give any entrance 
a sleek and linear look, enhancing the 
design of any building.

12
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Featured, CRL Glass Room 14

Outdoor Living

14. CRL Glass Rooms 
CRL Glass Rooms have a modern progressive design, creating a sophisticated and 
modern appearance. Constructed in high quality aluminium and glass, CRL Glass 
Rooms are designed to enjoy the outdoors whatever the weather. A number of 
beneficial options are available to complement the glass rooms such as automated 
retractable sun blinds, frameless glass sliding doors, vertical blinds and integrated 
lighting and heating. Custom designs allow CRL Glass Rooms to be used for both 
commercial and domestic purposes.
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Featured, CRL Glass Room

Featured, CRL Glass Room

Featured, CRL Glass Room

Glass Rooms images courtesy of Erhardt Markisen

Featured, CRL Glass Room
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Featured outdoor kitchen with Ceralsio Croma Grey15

Outdoor Ceralsio Surfaces
Ceralsio’s natural UV resistance means it can be used 
outdoors. Its low water absorption rate of less than 
0.2% makes it ideal for outdoor environments where 
frost and ice is common.
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15. Croma Grey 
Croma Grey is perfect for colour 
blocking. Marry this ceramic surface 
with dark or bright tones for contrast 
or comparison; the possibilities are 
endless but the end results will always 
be impactful.. 

16. Marquina 
Marquina has all the beauty of marble, 
including a subtle, white veining running 
throughout the surface, making it the 
centre of attention.

17. Ocean Stone 
Emulating the natural effect of newly 
quarried stone, Ocean Stone is full of 
character and definition, enhanced by 
its tactile textured finish.

17

16

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Ocean Stone

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Marquina
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Interiors

With the rise in emphasis on interior  
design and the growing desire to live and 
work in a truly unique place, CRL can offer 
solutions to help you make the most  
of your space. 

From a frameless look with barely  
there architectural hardware to on 
trend finishes such as matte black, 
CRL hardware can help create a stylish, 
cohesive look in any setting.  

CRL Stone provides beautiful hard 
wearing surfaces in a choice of over 80 
finishes built to meet the demands of 
modern living. Ideal for wall cladding, 
flooring, media walls, kitchen and 
bathroom surfaces and wet rooms.
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01

Featured, Geneva in a Matte Black finish, with Ceralsio Soft White flooring and Ceralsio MDi Ferro Vecchio Wall Cladding

Bespoke Shower Screens
With the rise of emphasis on interior design and 
the growing desire to live in a truly unique space 
combining CRL bespoke shower screens with 
Ceralsio wall surfaces allows designers to create 
truly unique spaces. The size and shape of the 
shower can be customised to suit the individual 
bathroom. Whether trying to fit a shower into 
a corner, a triangular space or an L-shape. CRL 
shower fittings are available in the broadest choice 
of finishes from chrome to matte black, antique 
bronze to satin brass, brushed copper to polished 
nickel and many more.

CRL allows you to combine bespoke shower 
screens with beautiful Ceralsio wall and floor 
surfaces to create shower spaces and other interior 
features like never before.
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01. Hinged Shower 
From the bestselling Geneva Series 
to luxurious Oil Dynamic Hinges, 
CRL offers a large range of beautiful 
hinges and complementary fixings 
to suit your taste and needs.  

02.  Sliding Shower
CRL’s Sliding Shower Door Systems 
provide frameless hardware which 
gives a sleek and minimalistic 
appearance. They are available in 
several lengths and finishes and 
can accommodate a wide range of 
shower designs.

03. Framed Shower
The art deco look for showers is very 
on trend. This metal framed glazing 
gives the bathroom a contemporary 
feel, adding a hint of industrial style.

03

Featured, the Siena Series in a Brushed Copper finish. Ceralsio 
Cosmopolitan Silver flooring, walls clad in Ceralsio MDi Umbria

Featured, The Serenity Sliding Shower Door System in a 
Matte Black finish. Flooring in Ceralsio MDi Arctic White 

with wall cladding in Ceralsio Varese Onice

Featured, Quadrato in a Matte Black finish. Ceralsio MDi Marquina 
floor and wall cladding with a Ceralsio Carrara Vagli feature wall

02
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04

05
Featured, floor to ceiling wet room cladding in Ceralsio MDi Oatmeal

Featured,  Bathroom counter top in Ceralsio Croma Silver

Ceralsio Surfaces - 
Bathrooms
CRL Ceralsio is ideal for bathrooms 
as it is extremely hardwearing and 
easy to clean and care for. Ceralsio is 
also perfect for the humid and wet 
bathroom environment. Available in a 
large format meaning bathrooms and 
wet rooms can be clad from floor to 
ceiling with no horizontal joints giving the 
designer endless options with pattern 
arrangements and a feel of luxury and 
quality.
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04. Oatmeal  
A timeless, natural-looking surface that 
stands out for its delicate blend of creamy 
beige with gentle brown flakes.

05. Croma Silver  
This colour block of a surface is the perfect 
backdrop for injecting personality and 
character to a space in the most individual 
of ways. The options with Croma Silver are 
practically endless.

06. Statuario  
Statuario has all the beauty of the famous 
Italian marble design, with its dramatic grey 
veins and all the practical benefits of a hard 
wearing ceramic surface.

07. Limestone 
Inspired by natural rock formations and 
available in a textured finish, Limestone is  
a surface that will sit comfortably  
in either the classic or contemporary 
kitchen and bathroom. 

06

07

Featured, floor to ceiling bathroom wall cladding in Ceralsio MDi Limestone

Featured, floor to ceiling, bathroom wall cladding and flooring in Ceralsio Statuario
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08
09

Featured, wet room cladding in Ceralsio MDi Ferro Vecchio

Featured, floor to ceiling bathroom cladding and flooring in Ceralsio MDi Calacatta Gris
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08. Ferro Vecchio 
Whether combined with neutral shades  
or used to contrast with bold colours,  
this surface will be a stand-out feature  
of any room.

09. Calacatta Gris 
Available in both a natural and satin finish, 
Calacatta Gris can be used to create 
surfaces with a book matching mirror effect 
for a luxurious designer effect.

10. Meteora Gris 
Available in a natural or textured finish,  
the surface reflects the trend for dark  
tones in interior design, creating a strong 
and sophisticated look that is rugged in  
its structure.

11. Carrara Vagli 
Replicating the natural beauty of Carrara 
marble, this ceramic surface brings 
opulence and a sense of glamour to the 
kitchen or bathroom. Its grey and gold 
veining emulates the look of marble from 
the Tuscan quarries.

10

11

Featured, floor to ceiling bathroom cladding in Ceralsio Carrara Vagli

Featured,  floor to ceiling bathroom cladding in Ceralsio MDi Meteora Gris
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13

Featured, CRL Quartz White Water designed by Oakwood Kitchen Design, Wakefield

Quartz Surfaces - 
Kitchens
CRL Quartz is ideal for kitchen worktops as 
it is an incredibly strong material that easily 
withstands wear and tear and is practically 
maintenance free. Quartz is a non porous 
material that offers a hygienic solution for the 
kitchen environment with the additional benefits 
of also being scratch, heat and stain resistant.
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12. Calacatta Dorado 
With its eye catching grey and gold veins Calacatta 
Dorado will make an impression in any setting. It is the 
ideal statement piece to give any kitchen the wow 
factor.

13. White Water 
Part of our award winning Renaissance Collection, 
White Water has soft brown veining, giving it a subtle 
marble effect. 

14. Verona 
This popular marble-effect surface taps into the 
trend for grey tones in the kitchen, as a subtle  
pastel shade that combines beautifully with stainless 
steel appliances and a wide variety of contemporary 
cabinets. 

15. Colorado 
Because a marble-look surface is the perfect 
accompaniment to any setting and any colour, 
Colorado will blend seamlessly into its surroundings 
while being a centre-piece with its own natural  
style and substance.

12

Featured, CRL Quartz Calacatta Dorado designed by Kitchen House, Bournemouth

15

Featured, CRL Quartz Colorado photography by Michael Robinson

Featured, CRL Quartz Verona designed by Chantel Elshout

14
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18

17

16

Featured, CRL Quartz RIver White at R Matthews Bespoke Interiors showroom

Featured, CRL Quartz Statuario Bianco
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Featured, CRL Quartz Kalahari designed by Inline Kitchens

16. River White 
River White features an elegant marble pattern  
of whites, greys and browns for a look of movement  
and depth that is visually stunning.

17. Statuario Bianco 
With a distinctive grey veining on a crisp, white 
background, Statuario Bianco has a Statuario  
marble-inspired look that ensures it will be the ideal 
surface for any kitchen looking for a bold, striking 
impact.

18. Calacatta 
With its sleek and glossy finish, Calacatta is whiter 
than most marbles but with more pronounced  
veining for a dramatic effect, giving any kitchen  
a high end and luxurious feel.

19. Kalahari 
Emulating the raw beauty of stone and providing an 
unmistakable style, Kalahari has soft beige tones, 
combined with subtle white veining.

Featured, CRL Quartz Calacatta deigned by LH Interiors

19
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21

20. Venetian Arte 
Why stick with one shade of grey when 
you can enjoy several in one surface 
courtesy of Venetian Arte. This surface 
has a timeless flair that brings a sense 
of luxury to the kitchen or bathroom.

21. White Carrara 
White Carrara has all of the subtle 
marbling effects you would expect 
from a Carrara finish but offers a 
brighter appearance giving your room 
space and light.

22. Monte Bianco 
Monte Bianco is a marble-effect 
surface that mixes on-trend shades 
of whites and greys. It is durable and 
perfect for any style of room as it 
works in harmony with natural materials 
and colours.

23. Knightsbridge 
With its soft grey background and 
brown marble veining, Knightsbridge 
has an opulent feel, exuding warmth 
and sophistication.

20

Featured, CRL Venetian Arte at Halcyon showroom

Featured, CRL Quartz White Carrara at Bridgewater Interiors showroom
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22

23

Featured, CRL Quartz Knightsbridge at Andrew Ryan showroom

Featured, CRL Monte Bianco at Spillers of Chard showroom
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24

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Cervino

Ceralsio Surfaces - 
Kitchens
20 mm Ceralsio is ideal for kitchen work surfaces  
in high traffic areas. Ceralsio has a high resistance to 
knocks and impacts and the 20 mm surface offers 
even more durability.

12 mm Ceralsio is ideal for the modern slimline look. 
The broad choice of materials allows the designer 
endless possibilities.
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24. Cervino 
Cervino features an authentic 
and individual character 
thanks to its marble-inspired 
patterning on a crisp white 
background. Available in a 
satin finish, the surface is soft 
to the touch, bringing a sense 
of luxury to any interior.

25. Arizona 
Arizona is inspired by the 
aesthetics of untreated 
wood that has been faded 
by sunlight and worn by the 
passage of time. Standing 
out for its strong personality, 
the surface brings a graceful 
elegance to any space.

26. Statuario 
A marble-effect ceramic 
surface that has a distinctive 
and highly individual grey 
veining set against a crisp, 
white background.

27. Marquina 
A surface that is dark and 
sophisticated, with all the 
beauty of marble, including  
a subtle, white veining 
running throughout the 
surface, making it the centre 
of attention.

27

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Arizona. Designed by Debra Jones

Featured, Ceralsio Statuario at Designa showroom

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Marquina designed by Kingswood Design

26

25
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Featured, The Brooklyn matte black frame system for sliding doors

Featured, The Brooklyn matte black frame system for sliding doors

Room Partitions
Room partitions are ideal to create functional 
areas within the home. Glass is often used to 
zone large, open-plan areas and to enhance the 
feeling of light and space. CRL Room Partitions 
blend seamlessly into the environment  
without looking out of place for an on trend 
minimalist look. 
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Featured, The Brooklyn matte black frame system for sliding doorsFeatured, The Brooklyn matte black frame system for sliding doors

28. Brooklyn  
An innovative, style-led matte black frame 
system for sliding doors designed for both 
residential and commercial use. 

28
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Featured, The Compact X sliding door system

29. Compact X 
A compact sliding solution for frameless glass panels, combining  
the latest technology with an attractive minimalist design. The system is  
quick and easy to install with double soft close.
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29

Featured, The Compact X sliding door system
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Featured, The Office Partition System

30
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30. Office Partition  
Office Partition Systems offer a 
creative and effective solution 
for modern interior designs whilst 
reducing sound and closing the 
gaping joint between glass door, 
side panel and top light.

Featured, The Office Partition System

Featured, Loacker Recycling, Götzis

Featured, The Office Partition System
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31

32

Ceralsio MDi Surfaces -  
Media Walls
6 mm Ceralsio available in large format (floor to 
ceiling), is an ideal material choice for a media 
wall. While the thin profile of the material creates a 
seamless impression, it’s the wide choice of styles 
that really make it stand out from the crowd and make 
the material an excellent alternative to painting or 
wallpaper.

Featured, floor to ceiling wall cladding in Ceralsio MDi Ocean Stone
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31. Calacatta Gris 
Available in both a natural and 
satin finish, Calacatta Gris can 
be used to create a luxurious 
designer effect in any space.

32. Ocean Stone 
The perfect addition to an 
industrial style space where 
raw materials are brought to 
the fore, Ocean Stone brings 
warmth and character to 
interiors.

33. Ferro Vecchio 
Whether combined with 
neutral shades or used to 
contrast with bold colours, 
Ferro Vecchio will be a stand-
out feature of any room. 
Available in a natural finish.

34. Marquina  
The perfect partner to 
natural materials such as 
wood, Marquina is dark 
and sophisticated with a 
subtle white veining running 
throughout.

Featured, floor to ceiling wall cladding 
in Ceralsio MDi Calacatta Gris

Featured,  wall cladding in Ceralsio MDi Ferro Vecchio

Featured, floor to ceiling wall cladding in Ceralsio MDi Marquina
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Ceralsio and Quartz Flooring
Ceralsio and Quartz are durable, hardwearing surfaces making them ideal for flooring.  
Their non-porous properties make them easy to keep clean and their large formats 
open up the design possibilities..

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Astral Gris

Featured, Quartz Verona Staircase, 
installed by Stone Circle, photography by Marco Joe Fazio

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Arctic White

35. Astral Gris 
Offering a contemporary 
take on timeless grey, 
Astral Gris is ideally 
suited to modern and 
classic interiors, bringing 
elegance and a sense 
of calm to any setting. 
The gentle patterning 
that runs throughout 
the surface adds visual 
interest at every turn.

36. Verona 
Mirroring the raw and 
unrefined beauty of 
natural stone, this 
beautiful white based 
marble-effect surface 
with grey veins runing 
throughout gives the feel 
of real luxury.  
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37. Arctic White 
Pure, uninterrupted and  
eye-catching, Arctic White 
offers a blank canvas for 
the rest of the room’s 
design. Adding a sense of 
spaciousness and bouncing 
light around the room, this 
surface will be a welcome 
addition to the contemporary 
or classic setting.

38. Grassi White 
With all the opulence of a 
veined stone, Grassi White 
is a modern twist on classic 
marble, with a distinctive 
veining that makes it perfect 
for combining with painted 
furniture, natural timber 
grains, metal and glass.

39. Calacatta Gris 
Inspired by marble and ideal 
for any classically styled 
living space, Calacatta Gris 
features a subtle, elegant, 
grey-veined pattern on a 
white background.

Featured, Ceralsio MDi Calacatta Gris

Featured, Ceralsio Grassi White

Featured, Quartz Verona Staircase, 
installed by Stone Circle, photography by Marco Joe Fazio
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Ceralsio Surfaces -  
Wall Cladding
6 mm Ceralsio is ideal for wall cladding as it is hard 
wearing, non-porous and resistant to scratches  
and stains. 

Ceralsio is available in large format slabs of up to  
3,200 mm by 1,600 mm meaning you can clad floor 
to ceiling without joint lines for a stunning effect.

Featured, wall cladding and table top in Ceralsio Carrara Vagli

Featured, wall cladding in Ceralsio MDi Storm Gris Featured, wall cladding and flooring in Ceralsio Bianco Silver
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40. Storm Gris 
Dark tones are a huge trend 
in interior design and Storm 
Gris carries the look off to 
perfection. An atmospheric 
surface that blends equally 
well with natural materials  
and bold and bright pops of 
colour.

41. Carrara Vagli 
Replicating the natural beauty  
of Carrara marble, the grey  
and gold veining running 
throughout this surface 
emulates the look of marble 
from the Tuscany quarries,  
for a wow-factor design 
statement.

42. Bianco Silver 
Bianco Silver is a ceramic 
surface that lends an air of 
luxury to any setting. The 
patterned veining gives the 
material an air of individuality, 
while it’s easy to care for 
nature makes this a practical 
choice too. 

43. Pietra Grey  
Available in a polished or 
natural finish, the ceramic’s 
subtle white veining comes 
to the fore on a muted grey 
background, the perfect 
canvas for mixing and 
matching with any materials 
and colours.

44. Calcatta Extreme 
Calacatta Extreme features 
a bold marble-effect pattern 
running throughout, adding 
a sense of grandeur to any 
setting. Available in a polished 
or natural finish.

Featured, wall cladding and flooring in Ceralsio Pietra Grey

Featured,  wall cladding and flooring in Ceralsio Calacatta Extreme
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Featured, wall cladding in Ceralsio Carrara Vagli45

Ceralsio Surfaces -  
Commercial Environments
As a very hard material Ceralsio is suitable for commercial environments. 
Thanks to its lack of pores, it is completely impermeable and highly stain 
resistant. Its many benefits also include a strong resistance to scratch, heat 
and wear and tear. Ceralsio is available in a broad choice of designs and 
thicknesses with the added advantage of being large format.
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45. Carrara Vagli 
This ceramic surface brings opulence 
and a sense of glamour to any space. 
The grey and gold veining creates  
a wow-factor whether used for  
a worktop, wall cladding or flooring.

46. Varese Onice 
With smoky beige undertones set 
against a crisp white background, 
Varese Onice is an extremely versatile 
surface. Luxurious, sophisticated and 
full of glamour, the ceramic surface is 
available in a natural or polished finish.

47. Belvedere Black 
Belvedere Black will make a striking 
impression in the modern setting made 
all the more special with the beautiful 
marble-inspired patterning running 
throughout the surface.

48. Pietra Grey 
Grey is the colour of the moment, 
making Pietra Grey a surface that will 
be a stand-out feature of any space.

49. Ferro Vecchio 
Adopting the appearance of poured 
concrete, Ferro Vecchio gives a softer 
alternative to the often harsh lines of 
industrial-inspired designs. 

Featured,  wall cladding in Ceralsio Varese Onice

Featured, island top in Ceralsio Belvedere Black

Featured, reception desk in C
eralsio M

D
i Ferro Vecchio

Featured, flooring in Ceralsio Pietra Grey
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Chalk 
QZ130

Ultra White 
QZ100

Polar White 
QZ131

White Water 
QZ119

Knightsbridge 
QZ103

Montana Gris 
QZ133

Quartz Reflection 
QZ126

Ice 
QZ102

Arctic Shimmer 
QZ138

Verona 
QZ127

Carrara 
QZ122

White Carrara 
QZ101

River White 
QZ110

Calacatta 
QZ143

Vesuvius 
QZ154

Statuario Bianco 
QZ135

Antonella 
QZ145

Atlantic Gris 
QZ134

Vicenza 
QZ136

Monte Bianco 
QZ132

Messina  
QZ146

Calacatta Dorado  
QZ148

Lugano 
QZ151

CRL Quartz Finishes

Colorado 
QZ111
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Firenze 
QZ147

Venetian Arte 
QZ149

www.crlquartz.co.uk

Regency White 
QZ123

Kalahari 
QZ125

Savannah 
QZ113

Sahara 
QZ109

Concrete Gris Honed 
QZ106

Grey Mist 
QZ108

Silver Shimmer 
QZ141

Urban Grey 
QZ152

Grey Reflection 
QZ137

Pearl Grey 
QZ144

Grey Shimmer 
QZ140

Siena Honed 
QZ150

Forest 
QZ129

Chestnut 
QZ118

Pacific Grey 
QZ142

25  

YEAR
RESIDENTIAL 

WARRANTY

Midnight 
QZ128

Staccato 
QZ153
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Arctic White - Polished 
CER300P

Arctic White - Natural 
CER300N

Croma White - Natural 
CER418N

Calacatta Gris - Satin 
CER302S

Statuario - Polished  
CER401P

Stone - Textured 
CER100T

Varese Onice - Polished 
CER414P

Soft White - Natural 
CER202N

Varese Onice - Natural 
CER414N

Montblanc White - Polished 
CER412P

Montblanc White - Natural 
CER412N

Calacatta Gris - Natural  
CER302N

Calacatta Extreme - Natural  
CER407N

Carrara Vagli - Polished 
CER402P

Grassi White - Polished 
CER413P

Grassi White - Natural  
CER413N

Carrara Vagli - Natural 
CER402N

Stone - Natural 
CER100N

Calacatta Extreme - Polished 
CER407P

Limestone - Textured 
CER205T

Oatmeal - Textured 
CER207T

Statuario - Natural  
CER401N

Cervino - Satin  
CER409S

Ceralsio Finishes

Bianco Silver - Polished 
CER410P
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Storm Gris - Natural 
CER422N

Pietra Grey - Polished 
CER403P

Cosmopolitan Grey - Natural 
CER405N

Bianco Silver - Natural 
CER410N

Cardoso Grey - Natural 
CER419N

Oxford Grey - Natural 
CER303N

Croma Silver - Natural 
CER417N

Oxford Grey - Polished 
CER303P

Ocean Stone - Textured 
CER204T

Cosmopolitan Silver - Natural 
CER406N

Ferro Vecchio - Natural 
CER408N

Arizona - Natural 
CER209N

Meteora Gris - Textured 
CER421T

Pietra Grey - Natural 
CER403N

Croma Grey - Natural 
CER416N

Platinum - Natural 
CER201N

Astral Gris - Natural 
CER420N

Marquina - Natural 
CER208N

Umbria - Textured 
CER210T

Croma Black - Natural 
CER415N

Belvedere Black - Natural 
CER411N

Slate - Textured 
CER206T

Nero - Natural 
CER104N

Belvedere Black - Polished 
CER411P
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Polished Stainless 
PS

Brushed Stainless 
BS

Black 
BL

Antique Brass 
ABR

Antique Brushed Copper 
ABCO

Brushed Nickel 
BN

Matte Black 
MBL

Satin Brass 
SB

Brushed Bronze 
BBRZ

Satin Chrome 
SC

Shower Finishes

Satin Anodised 
SA

Gun Metal 
GM

Antique Bronze 
ABRZ

Polished Copper 
PCO

Brass 
BR

Bright Anodised 
BA

Bright Gold Anodised 
BGA

Polished Nickel 
PN

White 
W

Brushed Copper 
BCO

Chrome 
CH

Dark Bronze 
0RB

5 

WARRANTY

YEAR
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Featured, Vienna in an antique bronze finish with Ceralsio Soft White flooring and Ceralsio Varese Onice wall cladding.

All the finishes needed to complete any interior design project. 
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